London, Gibraltar, Prague, Bucharest 21st of June 2021
Dear Quanto-siasts,
After April’s exciting newsletter announcing that QuantoPay® received
the official approval from VISA© we received so many wonderful messages from
you and an amazing response from the fintech and blockchain community. THANK
YOU! Thank you as well for all your patience with our Mobile Only Digital &
Blockchain Bank of the Future. We are also looking forward to finally GOING LIVE!

The past two months have been full of final technical, legal, compliance and team
challenges and we are expecting the next two months until GOING LIVE being not
less challenging. In the meantime, here are some of the wonderful developments of
our project:
Throughout the past weeks we have been hiring new front and backend
developers, with many more open positions and respective posts on our
webpage.
Up from July we are having a new managing director of our Europe HQ in
Prague, a former CFO of a well known multinational joining forces in our
supervisory board;
We will have up from July a new office in Romania, mainly for technical and
marketing support of the QuantoPay group;
We partnered with one of the most important IT development companies in
Romania, Fortech;
EU governments approved blockchain specialized data administering company,
Workstream Solutions;
We are having the backing of StarCluster, one of the most famous European
security blockchaing and fintech experts.
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More on exciting new partnerships soon on our new QuantoPay.com webpage,
to be released in the coming days, together with our new design and branding,
which some of you have for sure already noticed on our social media platforms.
Many of you asking when QuantoCoin will be finally on the exchanges as we
had announced in our last newsletter the 5th of May as an early option?
As we are in a strictly regulated environment of the financial world we have to
accept and follow 100% regulatory, legal and compliance requirements, even
those of our partners like VISA. As much as we would have loved that all of you
would benefit from the past over half year crypto bull run, and seeing QuantoCoin
being freely tradable on all the exchanges we have already onboarding agreements
with and those which approached us, VISA and CONTIS made it clear that any
crypto related activities of our QuantoPay group of companies would require prior
approval from VISA.
While both, VISA and CONTIS, alongside with our KYC/AML partner ONFIDO
and the crypto exchanges WAVES, LATOKEN and BINANCE already confirmed
per se our QuantoCoin exchange listing, our QUANTOCOIN blockchain
application onboarding and the QTC token listing will start only upon final
VISA confirmation process right after QuantoPay GOING LIVE.
We are as impatient as you are, in particular as QuantoCoin was one of the
pioneers of bringing blockchain into the financial world, but faced so many
regulatory obstacles, but in each delay there is always an opportunity: as our
existing blockchain (Waves Ethereum ERC-20 based) is soon turning into a
dinosaur, we are using the remaining time till launch and have partnered with
numerous famous blockchain and crypto geeks to tune our blockchain fit for
our second generation challenger bank.
Whoever would like to contribute in our ongoing IEO as final ICO stage before
listing is invited to obtain currently at USD 55 per QTCt 1 until 30th of June
2021. As the demand of QTCt has been substantially increased since our VISA
approval, some of our advisers recommending to increase the price further …. but
we would rather prefer the free market taking care about that.
In case you would like to join, just check our webpage www.quantocoin.io or go
directly to https://latoken.com/ieo/QTCT to purchase easily via Credit Card.
There will be up from 1st of July a new promotion for all those who contribute at
least 10 QTCt on the LATOKEN exchang. They will be entitled to receive upon
release a free Special Crypto Edition of our QuantoPay – QuantoCoin - VISA
cards. To reserve your card just go direcly to https://latoken.com/ieo/QTCT. *
* As always, before participating in our IEO/ICO or obtaining convertible notes, obtain proper advice and please read our
T&C and White Paper on www.quantocoin.io.
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